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Hello and welcome to the 
Nottingham Mojatu issue M028. 
Check out the exclusive interview 
with the 2017 winner of the 
Nottingham Young Black Achievers 
Awards YBA Pg4-7. The ‘Cutting 
Season’ where many children are 
believed to be at risk of Female Genital Mutilation is 
here now. See articles and information on facts, how 
to get help or report and actions you can take Pg11. 
We also bring you the Grand Maasai Cricket Warriors 
Tour! Partnering with Nottingham Trent University, The 
Belvoir Cricket & Countryside Trust, Trent Bridge Cricket 
Club among other. See Pg47-48
Refugee week is marking its 20th anniversary and 
Nottingham is celebrating it in style with a range of 
activitiesPg22-27. 
Challenging and sensitive issues on immigration were 
discussed in an open, informed and humanised way 
in Nottingham at an inaugural event organised by 
Immigration Education Nottingham IEN pg6-7.The 
Pilgrim church has responded to the Windrush scandal 
by creating a community support group for the victims 
of the Windrush crisis Pg9 
Nottingham citizens gathered together on 10th May at 
the Nottingham Citizens Assembly where a Historic Hate 
Crime Research Report was Launched. Details on  Pg13
See how our Nottingham Fearless Youth Association is 
determined to engage young people, tackle Knife crime 
and other social issues within their communities Pg…  
It’s count down time for the famous annual Hyson Green 
Cultural festival. Bigger and better this year, you do not 
want to miss it Pg30.  We explored whether it is time to 
change the education system, whether the emphasis on 
‘schooling’ is short changing our youths Pg42-43 
There are lots more fun and informative contents and 
we not only believe that you will enjoy the contents but 
you will also be able to give us feedback on your views 
and how best we can serve you better. Happy Reading! 
Valentine Nkoyo 
Managing Editor: Mojatu magazines 
Email: valentine@mojatu.com

Vanessa  Omaricha Iheama  
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The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily 
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editorial contributions.
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Following the event in Farmeco Community Farm 
marking the annual event of International Zero 
Tolerance Day, Mojatu in collaboration with The 
Muslim Women’s Network held the second Zero 
Tolerance Conference to educate people about FGM, 
implications and preventative measure.

The anti-FGM conference was held on February 7th 
2019, announcing the launch of the Nottingham FGM 
Action Plan, the signing of the FGM plan, celebrating 
the second anniversary of Nottingham’s status as an 
anti-FGM city and more. The event was held at Muslim 
Hands, 148 Gregory Boulevard, Nottingham NG7 5JE. 

The conference featured many prominent figures in 
Nottingham such as Councillor Jackie Morris and Police 
Crime Commissioner Paddy Tipping. Again community 
leaders have shown how vital their role is in unifying 
the effort against FGM.

Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) represents a risk to 
physical health, mental health and quality of life 
for young women across the whole of the United 
Kingdom. It is believed over 60,000 people are at risk of 
this abuse in this country alone.

Our amazing CEO Val is helped kick off the second 
Zero tolerance to FGM conference at Muslim Hands 
discussing the aims of the action plan. The event was 
all about giving people the knowledge and a greater 
understanding of FGM but also to encourage more 
people across the UK and the world to take a stand 
against the practice. There were discussions to tackle 
the issue on a national level. Experts and charities 
discussed the use of Nottingham as a model to follow.

There was a particular focus on the utilisation of 
mental health, the media, education and community 
engagement to meet the complex and diverse needs 
of FGM survivors. 

CONFERENCE FOR CHANGE:
Zero Tolerance Conference
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Through a motion through the Council of the region 
Jackie Morris had declared Nottingham the first city to 
be ‘Zero Tolerance’ towards FGM and she has from the 
beginning worked closely with anti-FGM organisations 
to create a city that is keen on creating change 
surrounding the status of FGM in the UK and globally. 

Alongside Jackie Morris, may other organisations 
have come together to sign the pledge from faith 
organisation, institutions, firms, faith leaders, 
safeguarding professionals and other charities. This 
is indicative on how we can steer the movement to 
encourage other cities to become ‘Zero Tolerance.’ 

As well as teamwork and leadership the movement 
needs consistency and Mojatu has strived to achieve 
this for the second time. In the second annual 
conference Mojatu has welcomed more organisations 
and institutions to promise to do more in the global 
effort by not only educating them but by discussing 
long term methods like training and action.

Councillor Jackie Morris said that “FGM is something 
that many people think shouldn’t be talked about but 
that’s partly what makes the practice continue. That’s 
why I helped to move the motion, to make it known 
that Nottingham is a Zero Tolerance City to FGM.”

The point she makes is crucial in understanding that 
encouraging a dialogue between people, in particular 
community leaders is important in setting an example 
for other cities to follow, mobilising the movement. 
Hence, the Conference allowed the discussion of the 
methods in tackling such a ‘sensitive’ issue amongst 
different communities, enabling the diversification of 
the how the topic is talked about.

If you want to be an advocate for social change and 
support Mojatu’s work please sign the pledge below 
with a personalised message of why you want to end 
FGM.
https://bit.ly/2W4FCTm
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Developing Young 
People Through  

Safe Space

Our Services • Events Organising & Management 
• Tackling Knife Crime & Gang Violence 
• Counselling & 1-1 Support
• Training & Skills Development

Our training provides practical assignment and expert career advice
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Supporting multiple disadvantage

The organisation helps individuals who experience 
substance misuse and related multiple disadvantage 
including mental health, homelessness, offending, 
discrimination and unemployment. A range of activities 
are on offer, including counselling, mentoring, recovery 
coaching & training to enable individuals to achieve a 
lasting recovery, families to become strengthened and 
communities to be more empowered.

Partnership collaboration

In 2017 BAC-IN was awarded a two year grant by 
Lankelly Chase to deliver ground-breaking Project 
Ahryzen in partnership with Sheffield Hallam University. 
Project Ahryzen action research explored through the 
authentic voice of lived experience the lives of BAC-
IN peers, hidden experiences of disadvantage and the 
development of a successful model for supporting 
BAME communities facing multiple disadvantage. 
BAC-IN peers were trained to conduct repeat in-depth 
interviews with service users/peers every six weeks to 
track their personal journeys over a 6 month period 
using principles of co-production.

Shame, Stigma & lack of trust

The aim was to test how well BAC-IN’s peer led recovery 
model works in meeting service user needs and to 
amplify the voices of BAME people with addiction. 

Key learning highlighted cultural explanations for 
addiction, such as shame; stigma, racism and lack of 
trust and a lack of diversity and cultural knowledge in 
mainstream services.

Amplifying voices of BAME people

Service user experiences of accessing support with 
BAC-IN and mainstream services: Coming to BAC-IN 
has helped my family understand what addiction is... 
‘Opened their eyes a lot more to what I’m going through’. 
‘I know that the best help you can get is from another 
addict, someone who’s been there ...’ ‘The people who I 
was speaking to through the NHS, they’re just people who 
have studied it, they haven’t really gone through it, and I 
think that slight disconnect between the two has made 
this place [BAC-IN] more appealing…’BAC-IN offers more...
it’s done in a sincere way ’

SUPPORTING BAME COMMUNITIES 
FACING MULTIPLE DISADVANTAGE 
By Sohan Sahota

BAC-IN hosted Project Ahryzen - Supporting BAME communities facing 
multiple disadvantage learning event in Nottingham in December 2018. The 
event activities consisted of recovery rap, drama, spoken word, cultural dance 
and inspirational testimonies highlighting issues affecting BAME communities 
and success of BAC-IN recovery model. BAC-IN, a Nottingham based, peer-
led drug & alcohol support service provides culturally responsive recovery 
solutions for Black, Asian & Minority Ethnic communities. BAC-IN was created 
in 2003, in response to mainstream services not adequately meeting the needs 
of BAME service users.
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Social & system change

The findings of Project Ahryzen will be used to improve 
and influence social and system change for BAME 
communities. Nationwide stakeholders attended, 
including Commissioners, Managers, Service users and 
Service providers. Julian Corner, CEO of Lankelly Chase, 
spoke about why and how systems need to change, said, 
‘We cannot afford the failure of the current system. So we 
are looking elsewhere for clues. And this is why Lankelly 
chase has supported BAC-IN not because of meeting the 
unmet needs; it is because BAC-IN holds vital insights into 
what a transformed system might look like for everybody’.

Security, governance & commissioning

Kate Davies OBE, NHS Director of Health & Justice, guest 
speaker, stated, ’look how far you have come, 16 years 
of maintaining and sustaining, heartfelt support for 
men, women and families, consistently. Organisations 
like BAC-IN don’t stay here because of love, energy and 
passion, or events like this. They also need funding, 
security and need to be a part of a bigger governance 
structure and part of different clinical commissioning 
groups and what this means for Nottingham…for 
all areas of the country. So look at how the research 
you’ve done, the evidence base, you build on the 
governance and assurance for black and minority ethnic 
communities but also for addiction and recovery’.

Recovery science/cultural issues

Professor David Best, Sheffield Hallam University, gave 
a presentation on Recovery for communities and life 
in recovery, which highlighted that, Peer models are 
successful because they provide the personal direction, 
encouragement and role modelling necessary to initiate 
engagement and then to support ongoing participation. 
On the theme of recovery, he said, ‘The science is growing 
for recovery, we know very little about cultural issues 
around recovery. The process of developing innovative 
recovery projects is local. Recovery is a positive sum game 
and benefits the individuals, family and community. It’s 
culturally embedded, community sensitive and community 
engaged. in order for that happen Projects like this (BAC-
IN) must be allowed to flourish, to identify ways that are 
culturally sensitive and so local needs are addressed’.

Next steps

The evidence & findings of Project Ahryzen will be used;

• To impact policy
• To influence decision-making in governance and 

commissioning structures to drive social and 
system change for BAME communities

• To develop a successful Peer led model for 
supporting BAME communities facing multiple 
disadvantage

• To work in consultation with National Institute for 
Health and Care Excellence

Culturally adaptive solutions

Project Ahryzen forms a new beginning & an 
opportunity for BAC-IN & BAME communities to 
develop culturally responsive recovery pathways and 
culturally adaptive services appropriate for BAME 
communities in Nottingham & beyond. Sohan Sahota, 
BAC-IN co-founder. said, ‘BAC-IN, an empowered ‘grass 
roots’ community organisation with lived experience 
and lived knowledge of recovery has successfully been 
delivering innovative living solutions and possess the 
authentic capacity to reach those in need of the most 
help in particular those termed as ‘hard to reach’.

Feedback from conference delegates

• ‘Passionate, powerful and eye opening’
• ‘I’m taking away the faith that individuals have in 

this service and the need to transfer this across all 
services’

• ‘Connecting those who see the need for change 
with the people preventing it, people with power, 
from outside & inside the system’

Full Project Ahryzen publication will be available at: 
www.bac-in.co.uk
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This is what worries your employees – and here’s 
what you can do to help

Employees who rate their company as ‘caring’ are far 
more likely to be engaged. The biggest enemies to 
employee engagement are worries over stress, health 
and money. For the sake of your employees, and for your 
business, it’s important to address these worries and 
take action to allay them. High employee engagement 
drives productivity, profitability, performance quality, 
and positive customer perceptions. It therefore makes 
good sense to invest in initiatives that make your 
employees feel cared for.

Let’s look at the key worries and how addressing them 
will mean you take better care of your employees while 
also putting your company ahead of the competition.

1. Stress and lack of work-life balance

A recent global survey of employee wellbeing found 
that 87% of workers are stressed. Of those, 15% said 
their stress levels were unmanageable and 21% said 
they didn’t receive adequate support to help them 
manage their stress.

There is a definite trend towards people worrying 
more about their social wellbeing. In particular, 
they’re finding themselves too busy to spend 
sufficient time socialising with friends and enjoying 
hobbies. Provide a workplace wellness programme 
with stress management. The survey found that 68% 
of employees of all ages and 73% of millennials felt 
a wellness programme incorporating support with 
stress management could encourage them to remain 
in (or choose) a job.

It’s also worth mentioning that the preferred methods 
for managing stress include talking with friends 
and family, sleep and exercise. This underlines the 
importance of a healthy work/life balance. Easing off 
on pressure to carry on working out-of-hours could 
make a positive difference to productivity and reduce 
stress-related absenteeism.

2. Physical health and wellbeing

Along with their stress levels, employees are worrying 
more about health issues like getting enough good 
quality sleep, controlling their weight and eating well. 
Two in three admit to going into work when they’re 
feeling too ill, even though they recognise that their 
productivity could drop by one fifth as a result. Provide 
health classes and re-examine your health cover. 
Organising a programme of health, fitness and nutrition 
classes will give your employees practical help and 
show that you care. The health aspect could include 

classes on quitting smoking and controlling alcohol 
consumption, as well as managing stress. In order to 
tackle presenteeism – people coming to work but not 
performing at full capacity due to illness – it’s vital to 
train your managers to show sensitivity to their team’s 
wellbeing. This includes making sure employees know 
they can open up to them about their health worries.

3. Financial wellbeing

Only around one quarter of employees express 
confidence about their financial circumstances. While 
there are signs this is improving globally, one recent 
study found that here in the UAE, people are actually 
feeling increasingly insecure about their finances.

Nearly one quarter of employees in the UAE admitted 
to financial stresses including:

•	 Living paycheck to paycheck

•	 Having large personal debts

•	 Struggling to pay household costs

Around 70% of these said money worries were 
affecting their work and had resulted in them taking 
more days off work.

4. Provide confidential financial advice and 
planning tools

Personal finances are something many people prefer to 
keep private, but money worries can take a huge toll 
on an employee’s state of mind and impact negatively 
on their productivity. Consider offering confidential 
consultations with an independent financial advisor, 
either free of charge or at a discounted rate. 

5. Provide health checks, pensions and community links

Of the people surveyed who felt most ready for 
retirement, 70% said they had regular health checks. So 
including check-ups in your health insurance package 
for employees is a good idea. Offering a pension plan 
still isn’t standard practice among UAE employers. 
Providing one will give your company an edge and 
help to ease your employees’ retirement fears.

6. Tackling employee worries head-on

Whatever provisions you put in place to help your 
employees tackle their worries, simply reassuring them 
that they’re not facing these issues alone will go a long 
way. By holding onto good people and making sure 
they’re able to give their best, your company will reap 
the biggest rewards.

WHAT WORRIES EMPLOYEES 
By Nausheen Popat
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Inspired-succeed CIC will be undertaking research 
throughout May and June exploring the incidence 
and perceptions of stop-and-search checks and 
procedures on young people within Nottingham 
City Centre and Nottinghamshire. Partnering 
with Fearless Youth Association, the research will 
shed light on how the police use stop and search 
techniques among young people and how the nature 
these interaction can inform future policy making. 

Led by Inspired-Succeed CIC’s Horace Francis and 
community researchers from Fearless Youth Association. 
Other partners include Inspired–Succeed, Mojatu, 
Genius Clothing and FMB Radio. 

This research is aimed at reducing harm and negative 
interactions between young people and the police. We 
want to ensure the safety of our young people and their 
confidence in the police and reporting crime. It is our 
hope that the dissemination of this research , including 
any future recommendations will be an effective tool 
for local policy makers regarding interactions between 
young people and Nottinghamshire police.  This is a 
preliminary phase of what we hope to become a more 
broadly researched area regarding police and citizen 
interactions, and that secondary phases of this research 
project will contribute towards building trustworthy 
and positive interactions between young people and 
the police in Nottingham. 

The main focus of this research is to garner insights of 
community perceptions towards the police during stop 
and search procedures, and to use this information 
to help inform how young people can develop their 
confidence working with the police during stop and 
search situations. Likewise, to help police feel informed 
about young people’s perceptions of stop-and-search 
scenarios and make stop-and-search checks as positive 
as possible, for both police and citizens.

This research is coming at an important time as 
Nottingham city recognises knife crime as a public 
health issue and plans to tackle the problem through 
early intervention and education. Thus, with the 
numbers of stop and searches increasing on the 
streets, Inspired-Succeed CIC & FYA are providing 
knowledge of young people’s rights and how to work 
better with the police. 

In an effort to encourage young people to take part in 
our research and ensure they receive some immediate 
benefit for their participation, we will be offering free 
literature on citizen rights during stop searches, as 
well as the possibility of free inner-city bus passes. We 

hope this will go some way to having an immediate 
positive impact on our young citizens and encourage 
them to take a positive stance on research and policy 
regarding policing. 

Horace Francis, who is leading this collaboration said, 
“I’m hoping this research can help to develop trust and 
confidence between the police and young people. We 
want to be able to use properly collected data to share 
our findings about the current situation in stop and 
search to be able to effectively tackle knife crime when 
stop and search increases. We want young people 
to feel empowered to understand their rights when 
stopped by police.” 

“This research is really timely given that stop and search 
is a major cause of concern among the BME communities 
due to poor experiences among individuals in their 
dealing with the police. Increase in stop and search 
without better understanding of its effects is bound 
to have negative effects in police work hence reducing 
their ability to tackle knife crime and gang violence. It is 
vital that we take action to create narratives and media 
stories that increase understanding and confidence 
about the police among the young people.” Said 
Valentine Nkoyo, CEO of Mojatu Foundation, another 
partner in this research. 

“The project will ensure that we gain a better insight 
on the quality of stop and search in the city. This will 
help us give young people the tools to interact with the 
police in a positive manner, by equipping them with the 
skills and knowledge to handle situations where they 
are stopped and searched,” said Angela Wathoni, FYA 
Project Manager. 

Alongside involving young people across 
Nottinghamshire, the team will be providing information 
about young people’s rights when interacting with the 
police and when stopped and searched. 

For the next six weeks, teams from the partner 
organisations and local communities will take to 
the streets to speak with young people across 
Nottinghamshire and ask them to fill out a short 
questionnaire based on their experience of stop and 
search situations. 

The research collected will be shared at a conference 
held by the Police and Crime Commissioner on June 
21st aimed at tackling knife crime which is scheduled 
for June. The aim will be to use this information to 
inform police on how to work more effectively with 
young people.  

Inspired-Succeed CIC & Fearless Youth Association 
launch Stop & Search research in Nottingham

By Rowan Windsor
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Cotton  is often portrayed as a thirsty crop, although 
it is in fact drought tolerant. However, that is not 
to say there are no actual or potential problems 
with water, with ecosystems and water resources 
threatened by land use change, irrigation, climate 
change and agrochemicals. 

Hot on the heels of November’s Ecotextile News 
investigation into deforestation and land grabs in 
Ethiopia comes increasing concern over the water 
impact of agricultural development in the Lower Omo 
Valley, with three new dam developments on the Omo 
river. One of these, Gibe III, is due to start operating in 
2015. Initially touted as hydroelectric developments, it 
has now emerged that they will also include substantial 
irrigation development, primarily for sugarcane but 
also for cotton and other cash crops on large farms. 
This will not only affect the OMO valley people and 
ecosystems, but also impact on Lake Turkana in Kenya. 

The Omo-Gibe basin, in the Rift Valley, is one of 12 
river basins in Ethiopia, home to two National Parks 
and sites of archaeological interest with a human fossil 
record going back millions of years. The Valley became 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1980, while the river 
drains into the unique ecosystem of Lake Turkana. The 
basin covers an area of 79,000KM2, is 760km long, with 
potential irrigable land of nearly 68,000 ha according 
to the International Water Management Institute, 
along with potential hydroelectric power generation 
of 36,560 gwh/year. 

Lake Turkana  is the world’s largest desert lake (257km 
long, on average 31km wide, with a maximum depth 
of 114m), located in an extremely arid environment. 
Fisheries in the Lake are fed by the Omo’s flood 
waters, which trigger breeding and thus fish harvests 
for lakeside populations. The partly salty lake waters 
are freshened by the annual floods from the Omo, 
sustaining the ecosystem. The area around the lake 
has been referred to as the ‘cradle of mankind’, and the 
oldest known human remains (200,000 years old) were 
found here. In 1997, the three Lake Turkana national 
parks became world heritage sites. 

The Gibe III dam, 600km upstream from Lake Turkana 
is set to transform the Lower Omo and the lake: it  will 
permanently change the annual flooding of the Omo, 
on which agro-pastoralists depend for their livelihoods 
(flood farming, livestock and access to water), and 
open the door for large scale irrigation of mega-farms. 
The Lower Omos extremely sensitive ecosystem will be 

changed by the dam, according to experts.

The Omo river supplies some 80-90% of the water to 
Lake Turkana, which sits mainly in Kenya with part in 
Ethiopia; the dam is thus going to have a major impact 
on the Omo delta (dependent on the Lake’s water 
levels) and the lake’s water cycle (experts predict a 
drop of over 20 metres). Despite this potential impact, 
no Environmental Impact Assessment examining 
irrigation was commissioned by the dam’s builders, 
while several parties, including the government of 
Ethiopia, claim that the impacts are not important as 
few people depend on the lake, and its fisheries are 
already declining! Others such as Human Rights Watch 
point to 200,000 people in Lower Omo of whom 48% 
depend on the river for their livelihoods, and 300,000 
around Lake Turkana. HRW also report that: 

‘In June 2011 UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee 
recommended that Ethiopia halt construction of 
Gibe III given the impacts on the Lake Turkana World 
Heritage site. According to article 6 of the Convention 
Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and 
Natural Heritage, Ethiopia is required “not to take 
any deliberate measures, which might damage... the 
cultural and natural heritage located on the territory 
of another state party”’. 

HRW further report that Kenya has noted the absence 
of impact assessment by Ethiopia and the lack of 
scientifically based mitigation proposals from Ethiopia. 

Irrigation plans were in fact only revealed after 
construction had begun, with the announcement of 
the development of 150,000ha state-run sugarcane 
farm. Further sugarcane proposals as well as other 
land lease developments have followed, including, as 
revealed in the last issue, large cotton farms. Land for 
the state farms has additionally in some cases been 
taken from previously protected areas around and in 
national parks. The total future irrigated area is said to 
be potentially as high as 445,000ha. 

The Oakland Institute says ‘there are plans to irrigate 
large tracts of lands for commercial production of 
cash crops. Currently, the federal land bank ... contains 
180,000 ha of land  ... being marketed by the federal 
government as “irrigable” and ideal for cotton, 
sesame, groundnuts, fruit, soybean, sugarcane, and 
palm oil. ... it does appear that a portion of these lands 
available for investment may overlap with parts of 
Omo National Park...’. 

COTTON AND WATER: The threat to Lake Turkana
By Simon Ferrigno
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There are warnings that this development could be 
‘another Aral Sea disaster’ for Lake Turkana, which will 
see ‘50% of the lake’s Omo inflow being abstracted for 
irrigation’, leading to a drop of at least 20 metres in the 
lake’s water level, when the its average depth is only 
30 metres. The dam and developing mega-farms are 
already affecting the traditional livelihoods of native 
ommunities in the area, and, more perniciously, water 
levels and flows, which will affect both the river and 
riparian ecosystem.

Filling the dams will temporarily decrease lake levels, 
while their regulation of water flows will change 
the hydrological cycle. Further water abstraction 
for irrigation will permanently reduce the lake level. 
Meanwhile, irrigation could also lead to pollutants 
being returned to the river, through chemical run-
off and drainage. The dams will also see nutrients 
deposited inside the reservoirs rather than along the 
river and in Lake Turkana. A proposed annual artificial 
flood from the dam is not, according to reports, based 
on any sound scientific reasoning or sufficient after 
irrigation abstraction to restore the natural annual 
flood cycles.  

The Ethiopian government masterplan for the 
‘integrated development’ of the Lower Omo, including 
the dams, did not examine potential downstream 
impacts, including on Lake Turkana and Kenya, but a 
later study commission by the African Development 
Bank did raise serious concerns. 

However, there is little empathy for traditional 
pastoralist lifestyles among Ethiopia’s ruling elite, with 
the late Prime Minister Meles Zenawi saying in 2011: 

 ‘In the coming five years there will be a very big 
irrigation project and related agricultural development 

in this zone. I promise you that, even though this area 
is known as backward in terms of civilization, it will 
become an example of rapid development’. 

Dam and irrigation are designed to favour foreign 
investment and cash crop development, according to 
most critics, at high cost. Photographer Jane Baldwin 
says: ‘

The loss of annual deposits of silt-laden floodwaters 
and grazing land will create food shortages and 
increase tribal and intertribal conflict.’. 

Large dams have proved controversial in the past 
despite gaining renewed support from the World Bank 
(and despite reports that china has found problems 
with its Three Gorges dam, including over resettled 
peoples, pollution and potential geological disaster). 
The World Commission on Dams declared in 2000: 

‘”dams have made an important and significant 
contribution to human development, and benefits 
derived from them have been considerable... 
[however] in too many cases an unacceptable and 
often unnecessary price has been paid to secure those 
benefits, especially in social and environmental terms, 
by people displaced, by communities downstream, by 
taxpayers and by the natural environment.”.’ 

Many critics argue that the solution is not more 
large dams but smaller, locally decided and adapted 
solutions (including check dams and water harvesting, 
a subject we will revisit in a future edition). 

Even using energy from these dams in textiles factories 
raises questions and certainly the Gibe III should give 
responsible brands serious cause for concern if they are 
thinking of investing in agriculture in the Lower Omo 
Valley of Ethiopia.

THE BRITISH RED CROSS 
By  Beza Tequame

The British Red Cross delivers an international family tracing and message service aimed at restoring and 
maintaining family links between close relatives separated as a result of armed conflict, natural or other disasters.

To find your missing relatives, we need as much information as possible. We will help you fill out a form and send 
this information to the Red Cross or Red Crescent National Society in the country you think your relative is in, or to 
the International Committee of the Red Cross who will try to find your family.

Our ability to trace people depends on the information you can provide and local circumstances, including the 
security situation in the relevant country. If you would like to use the international family tracing services, we can 
arrange an appointment for you at your nearest Red Cross office.

A number if National Red Cross Societies in Europe are publishing photos pf people looking for their missing 
relatives in the hope of reconnecting families.

You can also check if your family member is looking for you on www.tracetheface.org 
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Farmeco seeks to reconnect people to land and 
environment by being a hub around which seasonal 
activities and celebrations for the multicultural 
communities can focus on. It acts as an opportunity 
for people to interact with rural farming life by 
demonstrating the abundant, diverse and non-chemical 
edible woodland food production which is nutritious 
and therefore beneficial to health and personal well-
being as well as working together to widen food and 
farming partnerships. By using permaculture principles, 
the project grows to be self-sustaining, increasing soil 
fertility, requiring low maintenance while producing a 
diverse range of outputs. We are working on becoming 
a high-profile project that has the potential to raise the 
status of Farmeco nationally as it will form part of a 
network of community owned and run farms, thereby 
facilitating exchange visits and eco-tourism. This 
program looks to expand on the partnership we have in 
Nepal to Kenya and Sri Lanka. Volunteer opportunities 
will be available to all countries.

  

Henceforth, the project is about improving the 
process of juice and cider making, creation of paths 
in the edible woodland area of the farm where we 
have planted over 5000 trees and the creation of 

information boards. The edible woodland will be 
made attractive, tranquil, inviting and accommodating 
through landscaping to establish footpaths, sitting 
benches, gazebos and shelters (themed huts). These 
will serve as harvesting and fruit collection stations 
and offer secluded meditation and retreat sections 
that attract a wide range of multicultural communities 
to the farm. It will offer accessibility and participation 
programs for community groups, disabled people and 
increased opportunities for corporate bodies seeking 
to engage further with the community through fun 
and happy times.

The area will act as an attraction and an operation 
unit where training sessions, visitors’ experience, and 
production of fruits and nuts will be accomplished. The 
area is designed to enable a wide range of multicultural 
communities to participate in the agroforestry and 
environmental work through education and practical 
working space. It will also offer health and wellbeing 
opportunities and space including retreats, exercise, 
walking and therapeutic sessions. 

We will offer multiple short courses teaching attendees 
a wide range of skills ranging from planting through 

Farmeco Regeneration Project 
by Angela Wathoni
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maintenance to propagation, managing a woodland, 
plant husbandry, agroforestry, pruning, juice, wine and 
cider making and marketing. Other courses will include 
cultivating, processing and selling fruit products, 
confidence building all aimed at giving the attendees 
increased opportunities of sustainable employment. 
These will be coupled with a wide range of countryside 
and social skills and provision of opportunities for 
volunteering and hands on experience.

We will facilitate hands-on experience and training 
related to farming and woodland management, 
creating a sustainable environment in which to live and 
work. We will promote our activities as accessible to all 
sectors of the community, thereby improving social 
cohesion and extending the provision to the hard to-
reach groups. This program will include 24 sessions, 2 
sessions a month.

Several activities – training, harvesting, juicing, 
pruning, guarding, weeding and other small jobs to 
tend the woodland area will be carried out. 

A typical day will be organised as follows:

10am  Arrival and preparation
10.30am Activities (Pruning, Training, Yoga, working 
 with machinery, working with animals, 
 Mentoring, Constructing foot paths, Juicing)
1.00pm Lunch Break 
2.00pm Activities (Pruning, Training, Yoga, working 
 with machinery, working with animals, 
 Mentoring, Constructing foot paths, Juicing)
4.00pm Finish and people head home

There will be a range of sessions in the farm which 
will entail all the listed activities of tending the edible 
woodland and managing the fruits and nuts from this 
woodland. We will also organise the making of jams, 
juices, wines and cider and active workshop for training 
services and feeding of goats and sheep. 

       

Through marketing and promotion, the consortium 
members will recruit participants for the project 
by ensuring each partner is able to reach their 
communities and to ensure we reach people in the 
depths of isolation and mostly highly disengaged. 
Using ‘community gatekeepers’, individuals who are 
trusted and respected by all in their respective groups, 
we will encourage everyone to participate in this 
project thereby reaching people of different faith and 
ethnicities who would otherwise not see eye to eye. 

If you would like to get involved, email office@farmeco.
co.uk or call 01157846666
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Veronica is the founder of 
Blue Mountain Women Group, 

initially set up to support 
women with African-Caribbean and 

African backgrounds at the time of their 
menopause. Blue Mountain Women are now 
working on a new Black History collection 
with Nottinghamshire Archives, supported 
by the Heritage Lottery Fund. Veronica also 
volunteers a lot of her time to educating 
and championing projects around race and 
social justice, and is a founder member of 
the Nottingham-based Slave Trade Legacies 
heritage project.

Veronica Barnes won’t mind me telling you that 
she’s a senior. Still making beautiful bags and 
cards, she’s a mellower version of her dynamic 
and forceful self of her younger days. A fine figure 
of a woman and certainly doesn’t look her age!

She’s also one of the pioneering women who set 
up Blue Mountain Women Enterprise to reach 
out to  the women of African and Jamaican 
heritage in a creative way. the Blue Mountains 
of Jamaica are a gorgeous reminder of the joys 
and challenges of  health, in particular sickle cell 
and the menopause. Much of the carefully boxed 
history will become part of the  Nottingham Black 
Archive

The name comes from the Blue Mountains 
of Jamaica but it’s a good metaphor for this 
life stage, a wonderful triumph when you get 
through it, new views, new vistas but on the way 
up it can be very, very daunting!

The Blue Mountain Women’s Group was set up 
as women’s community based group organising 
awareness seminars on the Menopause and 
other women’s issues. The idea is to provide 
information which will enable women to make 
informed decisions about their health and well 
being.

Veronica is available to speak and discuss  with 
all women but particularly women of African and 
Caribbean descent.  The role of elders like Veronica 
to Henpicked‘s work in developing education, 
resources and support around the menopause 
(see last week’s  article in the Telegraph) in the 
creation of confidential, supportive and non-
judgemental environments is vital. If you’d like 

Veronica to speak at your event, do contact her: 
veronicaebarnes@gmail.com

Veronica Barnes
By Angela Wathoni
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Hi, my name is Matt Hanrahan I have been with 
Groundwork Greater Nottingham for nearly 4 years 
and I work as a Senior Account Manager on the 
Experience Works Project

Groundwork Greater Nottingham has been running 
employability programmes for the hardest to reach for 
over 15 years. Some of the major programmes we have 
been and are involved with are:

•	 Dig In stay Out (DISO) - through which we worked 
with offenders 3 months prior to release and 
after release to support them into sustainable 
employment, help them to make a smoother 
transition into civilian life and reduce reoffending 
rates.

•	 Step into Work - Nottm City Council’s funded 
programme aimed at supporting long term 
unemployed 18 – 29 year old Nottingham City 
Residents.

•	 Building Better Opportunities Towards Work - 
which supports 16 - 65 year olds facing multiple 
and complex barriers to employment.

•	 Talent Match - more details below.

TALENT MATCH

Over the 5 years up to December last year, we lead the 
delivery of a £6.2m

Big Lottery funded “Test and Learn” project called 
Talent Match. Ours was 1 of 21 regional programmes 
across the country aimed at finding the most effective 
ways of supporting 18-24 year olds who had been long 
term (12 months+) Not in Education Employment or 
Training (NEET) into sustainable employment.

At the end of that project, we produced an evaluation 
in conjunction with Sheffield Hallam and Nottingham 
Universities, from which we drew some very informative 
conclusions. The most interesting (in keeping with 
the findings on our other programmes) being that: 
far and away the most important factor in one of our 
beneficiaries being able to secure and sustain a job was 

the opportunity to conduct some work experience. 
Exponentially more important than the factors 
employers might normally consider such as 5 GCSEs 
grade A-C, confidence, specific skills, suitable clothing 
even good levels of physical and mental health.

EXPERIENCE WORKS

So as the legacy to Talent Match, Groundwork Greater 
Nottingham have launched Experience Works, 
which is an alternative and ethical (not for profit) 
recruitment service specialising in entry level jobs 
and apprenticeships.

Through Experience Works, we ask employers 
to move away from conventional recruitment 
processes and help them to set up and offer short 
DWP authorised Work Trials (of generally 1 – 2 
weeks) to assess an applicant’s suitability for a job 
instead of using online or written applications 
forms, sifting, formal interviews and assessment 
centres etc. 

FOR JOBSEEKERS

This approach makes their opportunities more 
immediate and accessible for those that might struggle 
with conventional recruitment and open them up to a 
much more diverse pool. 

Our service is aimed at supporting:

•	 Young People who are NEET (not in Education, 
Employment or Training)

•	 Carers
•	 Care leavers
•	 Parent returners
•	 Health related benefit claimants
•	 Long-term unemployed
•	 Under-represented or disadvantaged groups
•	 Emerging Communities
•	 and those involved or at risk of becoming 

involved in criminal activity

To find out more as an job seeker and start applying for 
jobs, please visit www.experienceworks.org.uk

Groundwork Greater Nottingham 
Tackling Youth & Long-term Unemployment

By  Matt Hanrahan
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FOR EMPLOYERS

Experience Works is a 360° recruitment process and 
offers all of the benefits of a commercial recruitment 
agency, i.e. saving time, money and hassle. And, in 
addition, our service:

•	 adds a level of reliability to the recruitment 
process by enabling employers to assess 
applicants based on their competence, aptitude 
and attitude to find the right candidates for their 
roles

•	 reduces your cost to hire, improves retention, 
helps to diversify their workforce

•	 has extremely clear and competitive Terms of 
Business

•	 has access to grants and funding that employers 
and candidates may be entitled to

•	 can support CSR, Social Mobility and Equality of 
Opportunity Policies at the same time.

•	 removes wage cost during initial training and 
induction period

•	 can attract young people into your business and 
address skills gaps

•	 satisfy contractual and procurement Social 
Obligations

And, by supporting Groundwork and using Experience 
Works, businesses can play their vital role in 
contributing towards tackling the effects of youth and 
long-term unemployment such as serious / violent 
crime and gang related activity, drug and alcohol 
abuse, homelessness, and poor levels of physical and 
mental health.

EXPERIENCE WORKS CONFERENCE 
24TH MAY 2019

For employers we have a Conference (generously 
sponsored of Paddy Tipping Nottinghamshire Police 
and Crime Commissioner and supported by a host 
of influential and interesting guest speakers) at the 
East Midlands Conference Centre on Friday 24th May 
starting at 09:00 for which we will be publishing an 
Eventbrite invitation over coming days. 

CONTACT US

To register an interest in attending that or to request 
a copy of our terms of business please call Matt 
Hanrahan 07985555151 or email matt.hanrahan@
groundworknottingham.org.uk 
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Young people have strong views on where 
they live, on farming, on health and on 
education. 

At Farmeco, we have always been keen to make 
sure that the opinions of the next generation 
are heard and the topics that matter to them are 
aired.  We are therefore planning a competition, 
asking young people to write a piece or draw a 
picture with the theme “Food, Farms, Community, 
What Future?”

We are challenging young people to write a 
rhyming poem, a haiku, a lyric, a shape poem, 
a rap or an acrostic poem to illustrate how they 
feel about themselves, where they live, the food 

they eat and their future. The competition is 
aimed at highlighting talent as well as promoting 
the different projects that Farmeco is currently 
supporting. We hope that young people from 
Nepal, Sri Lanka and Kenya will share their 
experiences and dreams with those of us in the 
UK. If a poem does not appeal, then a diary entry, 
a short story, or a reflection (up to 500 words) will 
be accepted for entry. A drawing or a painting 
will also be welcome. Interpretation of the 
competition title is very flexible. The piece might 
be about the incredibly important role farming 
plays in a local area or in the economy. It might be 
about experiences growing up, or the differences 
between one country and another. We hope it 

FOOD! FARMS! COMMUNITY!  WHAT FUTURE?
A Competition for young people and school children.

by Angela Wathoni
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might also highlight where young people see 
farming and food growing in the future.

The competition follows on from a recent visit to 
Kenya where a young person wrote a fantastic 
piece about being a young farmer. We hope 
to engage children and young people with 
agriculture and to get them thinking about where 
their food comes from. We intend to share the 
entries in different formats, both through paper 
and the internet. We have partners abroad who 
can help and support with language interpreting.

Each entry will have a link back to a school 
community or family and include a brief 
autobiographical note about the entrant.  Prizes 
will be awarded in different age groups (to 
be listed soon). For example, prizes could be, 
free visits to farms, learning materials or sports 
equipment. The winning pieces will be published 
in an anthology celebrating the thoughts and 
dreams of multicultural communities around 
the world. We intend this to be published in 
December 2019.   

The competition has been developed by 
Farmeco, not only to reconnect communities 
with their food, – where it comes from and how 
it gets to their plates – but also to enhance their 
understanding of how farming impacts on their 
lives and to open their eyes to the many career 
opportunities available in the sector. The launch 
of this competition is May 1st. We are grateful to 
BBC Radio Nottingham for inviting us onto the 
Dean Jackson show on the 24th April to talk about 
it. We intend for some early entries to be read and 
displayed at Farmeco Open Farm Sunday on the 
9th June 2019.  Closing date for entries is the 
1st August.  Winners will be announced in early 
September 2019.

There will be a display and readings at our local 
farming show, Flintham Ploughing Match on 
September 26th. Schools are invited to attend. 
David has offered to visit schools or community 
groups to discuss this competition with teachers 
or the children directly. David will also be doing 
a YouTube message to encourage participation! 
A book will hopefully be ready for the Christmas 
market. Sponsors, judges and prizes will be 
announced very soon.

If anyone has sports equipment they are able to 
donate, please get in touch! Schools and Children 
in these countries have very few resources to 
enjoy sport.

Please email for more 
information, rules and 

guidelines.

Project co-ordinator
Angela Wathoni

Projects Admin & Finance
Farmeco 

Mobile: 07513661176
Email: office@farmeco.co.uk

Web: farmeco.co.uk
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17 Quick and Healthy Vegetarian Snacks 
By Rachael Link, MS, RD

Selecting nutritious snacks to enjoy throughout the day is a key component of any healthy diet — including 
vegetarian diets. Unfortunately, many quick and convenient snack foods offer little in terms of nutrition apart 
from extra calories, sodium, and added sugar. Still, finding vegetarian snack options that are easy, portable, 
and nutritious doesn’t have to be a challenge. Here are 17 quick and healthy vegetarian snack ideas.

1. Nut butter with fruit. Pairing your favourite fruit 
with nut butter makes for an easy, filling, and quick 
plant-based snack that you can enjoy anywhere. 
Fruits like apples, bananas, and strawberries are 
loaded with antioxidants and high in fibre that 
helps keep you feeling full between your main 
meals while delivering a hearty dose of satisfying 
protein and healthy fats.

2. Cheese sticks. Cheese sticks are a portable and 
convenient snack perfect to help curb cravings 
on the go. Cheese sticks are a good supply of 
protein, which is the most filling macronutrient, 
making cheese an excellent choice for a satisfying 
vegetarian snack. It is also a good source of 
calcium, a key mineral that helps strengthen bones 
and teeth.

3. Bell peppers with hummus: Bell peppers with 
hummus are a healthy, plant-based alternative to 
traditional chips and dip as they provide the same 
satisfying crunch as chips or crackers but are also 
lower in calories and contain more fibre, vitamin 
C, and vitamin A. Dipping them in hummus can 
help boost your intake of protein and fibre while 
keeping your calorie intake low.

4. Roasted chickpeas: Chickpeas are loaded 
with protein, fibre, and vitamins and minerals 
like manganese and folate, best of all, roasted 
chickpeas are easy to make at home!

5. Popcorn: Popcorn is a nutritious, low-calorie snack 
that is a great source of the mineral’s phosphorus, 
magnesium, and zinc. It’s also high in manganese 
— a mineral involved in digestion, immune 
function, energy production, and brain health. 
Be sure to select air-popped popcorn rather than 
pre-packaged or microwave varieties, which are 
usually packed with extra calories, fat, and sodium.

6. Nuts: Nuts, like almonds, walnuts, cashews, and 
pistachios — provide a wealth of important 
nutrients, including heart-healthy fats, fibre, 
protein, magnesium, iron, and calcium. In addition 
to being incredibly nutrient-dense, research shows 
that adding nuts to your diet may reduce your risk 
of heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes, 
and certain types of cancer like colorectal cancer. 
Remember, nuts are high in calories, so enjoy 
them in moderation and stick to about 1 ounce (28 
grams) at a time as part of a healthy diet.

7. Yogurt with fruit: Rich in protein, calcium, 
vitamin B12, and potassium, yogurt is an excellent 
vegetarian snack option. Combining yogurt with 
apples, berries, bananas, grapes, or fruit can also 
help bump up your intake of fibre, vitamin C, 
and disease-fighting antioxidants. Look for plain, 
unsweetened varieties to minimize your intake of 
added sugars and use a little cinnamon, honey, or 
maple syrup to naturally enhance the flavour.

8. Kale chips: Kale chips are an easy and delicious 
way to squeeze a serving of leafy greens into your 
daily diet. Kale is an especially good source of 
vitamins C and A, important nutrients involved in 
immune function and disease prevention.

9. Cottage cheese: Made from the curds of cow’s milk — 
which are coagulated milk solids made by adding an 
acid to milk — cottage cheese is a high-protein dairy 
product rich in phosphorus, selenium, and vitamin B12. 
It’s also a great source of calcium, an essential nutrient 
that plays a central role in bone formation, muscle 
function, and hormone secretion. Cottage cheese has 
a mild flavour that can be enjoyed on its own or paired 
with fruits like bananas, melon, berries, and pineapple 
or with olive oil and a sprinkle of salt and black pepper 
for a vegetarian-friendly savoury snack.
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10. Green smoothies: Green smoothies can be 
a quick and convenient way to fit a few extra 
servings of veggies into your diet while ramping 
up your intake of fibre, vitamins, minerals, and 
antioxidants. These are made with leafy greens like 
kale or spinach or fruits, veggies, and ingredients 
can be added as well.

11. Roasted edamame: Edamame are soybeans that are 
harvested before they’re fully ripe. They can be boiled, 
steamed, or roasted to create a tasty and nutritious 
on-the-go snack. Cooked edamame is high in fibre, 
proteins, magnesium, iron, and vitamin C.

12. Trail mix: Trail mix is a simple, vegetarian snack 
typically made with nuts, seeds, and dried fruit. 
It’s portable, delicious, healthy, and versatile, and 
you can tailor it to fit your personal preferences. 
Nuts, seeds, dried fruit, coconut, and whole grains 
like puffed rice or popcorn are a few examples of 
nutritious ingredients that you can use to craft and 
customize your perfect trail mix.

13. Pumpkin seeds: Pumpkin seeds are a great source 
of many important nutrients, including protein 
and fibre. They are also rich in magnesium, a 
micronutrient necessary for muscle contraction, 
blood pressure regulation, nerve function, and 
DNA synthesis. 

14. Oatmeal: Although it’s often classified as a 
breakfast food, oatmeal can be enjoyed any 
time of day as a filling and nutritious snack. Oats 
contain a type of fibre called beta-glucan, which 
is thought to promote weight loss and improve 
cholesterol levels, blood sugar control, and blood 
pressure. Bump up the flavour of your oatmeal 
with toppings like nuts, seeds, dried fruit, berries, 
cinnamon, or nut butter.

15. Hard-boiled eggs: Hard-boiled eggs can be a 
wholesome and nutritious vegetarian-friendly 
snack to help keep you feeling full between 
meals. In addition to be a great source of 
protein, hard-boiled eggs are also high in 
selenium, vitamin A, and B vitamins. Studies also 
suggest that eating eggs may decrease hunger 
to support weight loss and increase blood levels 
of HDL (good) cholesterol and antioxidants.

16. Guacamole and plantain chips: Pairing plantain 
chips with guacamole is an easy way to ramp 
up your intake of healthy fats while satisfying 
your cravings for a salty snack. The avocados in 
guacamole are high in monounsaturated fatty 
acids, which have been shown to increase HDL 
(good) cholesterol and reduce triglyceride levels. 
They’re also a great source of potassium, vitamin 
C, and vitamin B6. Plus, plantain chips are easy 
to make at home and can be baked instead of 
fried for a healthier alternative to store-bought 
potato chips.

17. Homemade energy balls: Energy balls are 
a simple snack option that you can make 
at home and customize with your choice of 
nutritious ingredients. Try adding nuts and 
seeds to your energy balls to help boost your 
intake of protein, fibre, and heart-healthy fats. 
Dried fruits, cacao nibs, and honey are excellent 
choices to ramp up the flavour and antioxidant 
content of your snack.

Source:

Rachael Link MS, RD, 

Senior Staff Writer at Ancient Nutrition 
  https://www.healthline.com  

THE BOTTOM LINE
Including a variety of healthy 
snacks in your diet can help 
keep you going between 
meals while squeezing 
in a few extra nutrients. 
Fortunately, there are 
plenty of vegetarian snacks 
to choose from — all of 
which are nutritious, easy 
to prepare, and delicious. To 
get started, simply pick a few 
of your favourites and enjoy 
as part of a healthy, well-
rounded vegetarian diet.
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VISIT FARMECO COMMUNITY CARE FARM ON  
LEAF Open Farm Sunday (9th June 2019) with African Farm Festival

Time: 10am to 5pm 
Farming’s annual open day

On Sunday 9th June, hundreds of farms will be opening to the public, so they can get closer 
to farming and see for themselves where their food comes from, how it is produced and 
learn more about farming and the fabulous job it does.  This year, they will be working 
with Mojatu Foundation to encourage African and BME communities from the city to visit 
the farm. So, make a date to visit Farmeco Community Care Farm off Lodge Lane, Screveton 
NG13 8JL for this Free event.

Now in its 14th year, LEAF Open Farm Sunday offers a unique chance to see what happens beyond 
the farm gate and show your support for British farming. This is your opportunity to speak with The 
Farmeco Team and learn more about farming, how your food is produced and what we do to care for 
the countryside. Discover answers to the questions you’ve always wanted to ask … as well as some 
you’ve never even thought of!

This year, Farmeco Community Care are collaborating with local charity Mojatu Foundation to 
combine the open farm day with an African festival. The day will encourage inner cities communities 
to get in touch with nature, as well as encouraging community cohesion.

Opened by the Nottingham Police and Crime Commissioner Paddy Tipping, come and join us 
at Farmeco Community Care for  LEAF Open Farm Sunday and learn more about (the edible 
woodland area that we have set aside and encouraging the community to buy a share into, the mens 
in sheds which is a brilliant way of engaging old people over 50 years of age, adopting trees, See 
heritage & modern farming tools & machinery, meet and feed the animals, learn how to make wines, 
ciders and juices, learn more about FYA (Fearless Youth Association), an organisation tackling knife 
crime in the city as well as the projects, partners and organisations that Farmeco engages with.

There will be African drumming workshops, live music and food from across the continent all day as 
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well as a chance to learn more about different communities who live locally, and international projects 
between local farmers and Kenyans. 

Come and get up close to the machinery we use every day and enjoy a tractor and trailer ride around 
the farm.  See how science is used to (through machinery, planting of different crops and rearing 
of goats and sheep) and learn about how we use the latest technology to farm sustainably.  And of 
course, take the opportunity to speak with the Farmeco team throughout the day to learn all about 
the world of farming. 

David Rose (Farm owner) said: People need to understand the value of their food and see what the costs 
of producing it are as well as the costs of managing the environment and creating a countryside to live in 
and enjoy. This day brings a combination of the rural life and the city life and gets to engage with young 
and old and bringing in different multicultural communities together.

Annabel Shackleton, LEAF Open Farm Sunday Manager said: “LEAF Open Farm Sunday is a 
wonderful opportunity for visitors – both young and old – to get closer to farming and the people 
that make it happen. Each event is unique, each farm is different and every farmer too, but what they 
all share is a passion for farming, amazing expertise and a commitment to caring for the countryside.”

“Some farms have been passed down through the generations, others are managed by those who 
have chosen farming as their career; each has its own special story to tell and LEAF Open Farm Sunday 
is the ideal chance to come and hear it.”

To find out more about (Farmeco Community Care Farm) and LEAF Open Farm Sunday visit www.
farmeco.co.uk) or call 07855 252151 and www.farmsunday.org. LEAF Open Farm Sunday is managed by 
LEAF (Linking Environment and Farming), the leading organisation delivering more sustainable food 
and farming. You can also look at the work Mojatu Foundation have been doing in the community at: 
http://www.mojatufoundation.org/, registered charity number: 1167557. 
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